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or deadlines, this has not been so easy.)
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On June 2, 2016, Kim had the privilege and challenge of defending her
Master's of Arts thesis to a full room of friends, colleagues, family, and 29
students from VCS. The defense lasted almost three hours, and most
certainly highlighted the intellectual rigour and emotional regulation that
is involved in reading, writing, speaking, and listening. In the pages
following, you will find one small part of this work. The thesis - To inspire
social justice and school transformation: What is the lived curriculum we have cocreated at Vernon Community School? - can be found in its entirety on the

school blog: vernoncommunityschool.wordpress.com.

This second edition of VOICES highlights the
many different ways that people can express their
thoughts & feelings, ideas & reflections, wonders
& worries, dreams & fears through a variety of
styles and genres. Their voices are powerful and
inspirited. Listen deeply ...

The Community School (VCS) began as a school of fifty-six students in grades 7 to 9. It
is considered ‘a school within a school,’ and is situated within a traditional high school
comprised of grades 8 to 12 with 650 students. VCS is the first educational setting of its kind in
our school district: an academy (following the British Columbia Education Plan (2015)) that is
free and inclusive of all learners–taking up the newly conceived British Columbia Education
Plan (2015). VCS is nested in a space that historically was a drafting room and, later, a
computer lab. It has a high ceiling, an assemblage of mismatched furniture, and a wall of
windows looking onto a courtyard, which is home to a greenhouse, circular gardens, and a
collection of drama props and athletic equipment. The walls of the room curate images from
the past year: of students, of mentors, of projects, of beliefs. Everywhere you look, there are
creative tools, materials and mediums. The most distinctive feature of the space is a handmade
gift from a community maker–a sizable structure of cardboard boxes on wheel, cubbies for
individual students to personalize as well as stow their belongings.
We chose to begin the year with a daily rhythm rather than a set timetable. This flexible
structure opened up space and time to become acquainted with the fifty-six students, as we
attended to and reflected on the most educative and productive use of our days together. We
proposed the following rhythm on a chalkboard in the classroom and made reference to it in
the movement of our days:
· Enter & Greet
· Gather & Check-in
· Provocation (challenge, stimulus, project) & Presentation
· Eat
· Reflection & Assessment
· Clean-up
· Farewell
Beside it we left space for students to write their questions, comments, feedback and
concerns, as well as a suggestion to eat, hydrate or use the washroom throughout the day at
their own discretion–listening to the particular needs of their bodies and unlearning structures
that conditioned them to ignore their internal rhythms.
We set this tone of proposal making from the very first day. It was our intention to model to the
students that despite the fact that we, the teachers, generated the initial rhythm, we believed
that each member of the VCS community had a valid and valuable point of view. Through these
many points of view, we would discover what rhythm works best for the Community School as a
whole. We wondered if one rhythm should be the objective anyways?
Enter & Greet
Students entered the room informally the hour before school began–8:30 am. Because
individuals came from all over the school district, most did not know each other so the
conversation for the first few weeks was awkward. Many students played games on their
phones or read. The space was quite quiet. As acquaintances developed, books and screens
were more often put away. The chatter increased as connections were made, stories were told,
frustrations were aired. This morning transitional time remained vibrant throughout the year;
students who did not interact much with each other throughout the formal school day had a
quieter and more private social space to take some risks.
Gather & Check-in
Each morning as the high school’s morning announcements came on, prompting
students to move to classes, the Community School gathered into a circle. Benches, chairs,
couches, cushions, tables were dragged into a circle-ish shape. The morning circle was a time to
check in on the feelings or mood of individuals–acknowledging the multiplicity of inner lives.

Some gave a word or phrase; others told long
and elaborate narratives of their morning
adventures. On the very first day, Murray
and I initiated the discussion by explaining
the ancient wisdom of the circle, and its
significances to us.
Students, who had already studied
with me at the local elementary school for
grade 6 and/or 7 in a class called the Ozone,
affirmed our perspective by sharing their
lived experiences of the circle’s value. This
set a tone that it had deep and embedded
value and was not to be critiqued. By
November, students began to take up the
responsibility for facilitating the circle, for
morning checking in and even for solving
interpersonal problems. Again, it was those
students with prior experience who did this
first, with others following their lead. Over
the course of the year, the circle protocol was
questioned and challenged, adjusted and
contextualized; the vulnerability and
discipline it required was voiced as too
rigorous for some. It remains, however, the
school’s framework.
Morning circle was also the time that
Murray and I explored our observations
about what living together in a classroom
could mean, sometimes setting expectations,
challenging assumptions, or exploring
students’ past experiences in school.
Emerging topics were discussed, such as:
· If teachers aren’t bylaw officers, then
what?
· Who has authority?
· What does a democratic space look like?
· What do I do if I’m a minority voice?
· What do I do if I’m too afraid to speak?
· How do we solve problems large and
small?
· Do we need to fundraise?
· How do we go about finding mentors?
In November students also began to
use the morning circle as a time to make
announcements for upcoming meetings,
presentations or opportunities, as well as the
occasion when community members were

invited to come in and pitch their ideas for
collaborative action. Murray and I also came
to use the circle throughout the day as the
transitional space between activities. The
freedom of the school made us aware of a
need to gather the students in from the
plurality of learning opportunities
throughout the day. The students learned
that after breaks, it made sense to gather in
the circle so we could all be reminded of the
day’s rhythm.
Provocation (challenge, stimulus, project) &
Presentation
Our intention was to stimulate
learning by providing experiences in a
multiplicity of contexts: the classroom, the
virtual world, the natural world outside the
school and the greater community. We were
not sure how two teachers would manage
fifty-six students in these different places; we
imagined mentors, parent helpers and selfdirected learners. After a bicycle trip to the
community library to test out our cycling,
social, and research skills, it became
apparent that very few students were ready
for this kind of freedom. Resultantly, until
February, when we received additional daily
support from a teaching assistant, we spent
most of our time with inquiries or projects
engaged in the classroom, the school, the
virtual world, and, at times, the natural
world. We invited the community to visit us
instead, and had nearly 40 mentors from all
different walks of life offer their gifts, talents
and passions to the students. Some mentors
came weekly throughout the year, some
could commit to a 4-6 week cycle, and others
came for a half-day workshop. Unsure of
how the mentors and students would work
together, and not wanting to put strain on
the mentoring relationship, we chose not to
include a presentation expectation; it was a
lived experience alone. We trusted that the
multiplicity of learnings would spill over and
stimulate the overall growth and
development of each student.
Our first inquiry provocation, begun in
late September as a result of a teacher’s

strike extending the summer pause, grew out of the need to become acquainted with each
other to unearth some particularities of each community member (personalities, stories,
perspectives). Entitled An Examination of YOU, it asked students–What kinds of fruit do you
offer the world? What are your strengths, talents, gifts, desires? How are you vulnerable?
What are your needs, weaknesses, challenges, wounds? After a week of reflection and self
analysis, each student stood in front of the community and, in whatever way each chose to,
shared their discoveries.
In the Ozone, one of the protocols that had significantly shaped its ecology was the
process of asking for feedback whenever an inquiry was presented or a pitch was proffered.
This process was naturally taken up and modeled at the Community School by those students
from the Ozone. Within this movement were the following interrogated and practiced
assumptions that nurtured the habit:
· Feedback is a gift. It is not an attack. No one is perfect. We need each other to grow and
learn.
· Each of us has a point of view. By asking others for their perspectives, your point of view is
stretched, your thinking develops–whether the feedback is additive or not. In addition, the
audience is nudged to uncover their points of view–to actively engage their mind during the
presentation by listening deeply (to think critically, creatively and reflectively) rather than
simply hearing (to retell). It was expected that over time all would develop the capacity to offer
feedback.
· A wise person weighs and considers feedback–even questions it by engaging in dialogue
with another–but does not dismiss it or defend oneself from it.

This process became an unexpected rhythm
of the Community School from the outset;
and the students, teachers, parents, and
mentors were empowered by the process.
Our second inquiry in November was
intended to invite curiosity into the space,
deepen relationships and self knowledge, as
well as stimulate thinking. The provocation
was to gather a group who shared a burning
question about the world, and then to
research it and present the findings to the
class. The presentations could take any
shape that the group felt was most effective
for teaching others.
The next two inquiry challenges took
up the Social Studies and Science content,
with the focus being on helping others learn
about your discoveries. Students were
encouraged to collaborate with those who
had complementary capacities. The
students were familiar with each other by
January; Murray and I felt they could make
wise decisions in this regard.
To finish the year, the students were
given an individual writing provocation–to
choose some aspect of the makings of VCS
that they would like to explore and explain.
The polished pieces were published in the
Community School’s Voices magazine.
Reflection & Assessment
Believing that reflection upon
experience is when deep and layered
learning occurs, we provided a variety of
structures for reflective thinking
opportunities. Within circle conversations,
reflective questions were often posed to the
community; some students took them up,
others listened to the dialogue, a few shut
down, neither speaking nor listening. This
was a time of promoting hospitality, all
thoughts and perspectives were welcome,
explored, and wrestled with. To promote
safety and a quieting of inner critics,
judgment was re-formed as descriptive
feedback. We spoke of the wisdom in the
room as a reminder that together we could

figure out how to untangle ideas, challenges, provocations. This both affirmed the initiators and
called the listeners to share their unique, particular viewpoints with the group because without
their voices, our collective understanding was not as complete as it could be.
Individual reflective thought was provoked and attended to in teachable moments
throughout the day. At first it was by the teachers alone, but by November we could hear students
posing questions to each other about their opinions, about their actions, about their choices or
lack thereof. We tried to be mindful of the differences that seem to exist between extroverts and
introverts, finding times throughout the week to deliberately engage with each learner
individually.
As the year progressed, we also became aware that by privileging oral communication,
students with shortcomings in this area needed visual support; graphically capturing group and
individual reflection became part of our rhythm. These images were photographed and posted on
individual digital portfolios for future reference or further contemplation.
More formal reflections–Examinations of Learning– happened twice in the year,
coinciding with the traditional high school exam schedule. Small groups (8-10) of students
gathered around a large table and documented their growth of Core Competencies - a new aspect
of the British Columbia Education Plan (2015), “Core competencies are sets of intellectual,
personal, social and emotional proficiencies that all students need to develop in order to engage in
deep learning and life-long learning” (Ministry of Education, 2014). The facilitated conversation
and personal documentation was guided by a growth continuum designed by Murray Sasges and
me, employing the conceptual framework offered by the Ministry. Students were asked to
imagine themselves as seeds–developing from pod to eventual fruiting–in a variety of aspects of
the Competencies. These examinations were scheduled for two hours and parents were invited to
observe the process. In addition, the thoughts and insights gleaned from these examinations were
used to write anecdotal reports of each student’s growth and development. Through consultation
and subsequent agreement among teachers, parents, school and district administration, letter
grades were not used as part of our reporting process.
Written by Kim Ondrik

White Roses for the Queen

We all have that person/people
that we would do anything and
everything for if they needed/
wanted it. Would risk our life to
make their wish come true.
That person that you love with
allWe all have that person/
people that we would do
anything and everything for if
they needed/wanted it. Would
risk our life to make their wish
come true. That person that you
love with all your heart, and
when they weren’t there….you
felt empty or like a part of you
was missing. That person that
you just know that from the day
you met them you would never
forget them, and after
everything that you do for
them…you never ask for
anything in return. Because just
their presence is enough for you.
written by Aria Tamez-Hrabosky

Even before I was born my
mother grew and sold white roses. It
was her trademark. She was the only
person in the entire region who sold
white roses. Many men came to her
asking if they could partner with her
business, but her answer was always no.
Until my father came, somehow my
mother knew that this was the man that
would be her husband. She agreed that
she would give him a chance, they soon
fell in love. Before they got married he
managed to convince the queen that my
mother’s roses would be the best roses
she would ever buy, so she did.
From then on once a week,
sometimes more, the queen would ride
into town in her white carriage
engraved with the emblem of the castle,
calling out my mother’s name warning
her to get the roses ready. Of course the
roses had been ready twenty minutes
before due to the fact that my mother is
very organized. The queen would never
barge through our little village like she
was better than all of us. She instead
made time to have conversations with
the children on the cobblestone streets.
She wasn’t royalty before she met the
king, she was one of those little kids
running through the cobblestone
alleyways chasing chickens, which must
have been the reason she treated them
so well, because she was them once. The
queen would buy dried roses, fresh roses,
rose oil, rose teas, anything my mother
had that week. She always made an
effort to thank my mother although it
was not required by law it was required
that my mother shall bow to the queen
and if more on the queen’s part should
happen, so be it.
After two years of the queen
coming to get her roses, my mother
decided that she had a steady enough
income to support a young child. I was
born in the middle of the night on April
25. My mother named me Rose because
I was born the day before her very first

rose bloomed nine years before. Two days later the queen came for her roses, my
mother rushed outside with a tiny baby wrapped in a blanket and a large bundle of
roses. The queen stepped out of her carriage, looked at the tiny baby in my mother’s
arms and touched her white gloves to my rosy red cheeks. “What’s her name?” the
queen asked, “Rose” my mother replied. Then the queen carefully lifted the bundle of
roses out of my mother’s hand and paid her twice as many pounds as she usually
would. S-he proceeded to say “you are raising a beautiful baby now; she will need all
she can get”. Eva, the queen, stepped back into her blue-lined carriage and waved to
my mother as the horsemen urged the dark bay horses to move forward.
Eva continued to pay my mother the same as she did the day she met me, she
would also bring a little gift for me every so often. If Eva had time to stay she would
have tea with us and talk of all the gossip around the kingdom. She would always
ask how my chickens were doing and I would tell her all the updates, and she would
listen, that was my favorite thing about her.
When I was four years old my father left to help with something he called
war. I didn’t know what war was but I would soon understand. Apart from the fact
that my father was gone, my days were filled with the average activities of a four
year old child. I built castles out of my bed frame and blankets, I braided the pony’s
hair with little blue ribbons, and I played make believe that I too was royalty like
Eva. I would run through the field with Lilac, the little pony, chasing me and my
hair blowing in the wind as I tried to catch my breath.
And then my freedom was gone, everything changed. My world fell apart like
puzzle pieces, everything that once made sense didn’t anymore. Suddenly I
understood what war was. The king had gone crazy, and Eva was dead. Everyone
said that Eva was the one who stopped the king from going insane. But I believed it
was only a matter of time before all that anger bottled up inside would pop like a
champagne cork. One day it did pop and he went crazy, the champagne, so to speak,
was everywhere, and we the people, were drowning in the mess. Soldiers marched
through my village with men on horseback, and carriages full of ammunition. This
was war.
written by Zola Penner

Reflections on VCS
So far it’s really good, but then again, I said that last year before everything
went downhill. I truly feel this year will continue to be good, but that’s a whole
different story. At the beginning of the year I had my good friends but we were
still getting that true friendship and now we do, which is great and it’s going to
continue to be great.
Some of the things that make this year great are the Vancouver trip, friends: I
have more friends and the kids in our class help with that because they’re
understanding and I can be myself and I’m accepted for being myself which you
can’t find in just any class room. I also don’t have as many family problems. I still
have them of course but it’s easier.
Back to last year, how I had that problem, this year is way better because I
don’t have that. I have the odd time where the problem comes back, but I’m not
going to get into that. This year is also better because I know my school better
and feel more comfortable here and those are the reasons why this year is great
and not so great.

written by Ashlyn Ware

How The Bowen O’Brien Show®
Came To Be
I have always wanted to make movies

and become a Hollywood Actor. I love

making movies but I just didn’t know how
to share them and to get popular from the

videos that I make. It crossed my mind a few
times to make a youtube channel, but I never
thought about it that much.
One day I was presenting a video for
a school assignment and one of my
classmates (Corbin Kelley) really loved it
and suggested to make a YouTube channel
called the Bowen O’Brien Show. I thought

about that idea and loved it. For about 4 or
5 months I thought about what I could do on
the channel, and decided to do an
entertainment skit/movie show. So on

February 1st the Bowen O’Brien Show was
out for the world to see. I had finally did it. I
had started my dream.
I realised a pilot video telling people
what my channel is about and what I do.
My second video that I posted was a funny
ad to promote my channel that is one of my
most viewed videos. After about a month
and a half I started my channel I got
CHROMACHIKEN® to do my first intro.
That was right after I posted the trailer for a
Star Wars fan film that me and some of my
friends are doing called The Knights Order.
We got to use lots of green screen FX in it.
Fast forward a month and a half, me and

my friend Harry and his sister Sadie

started a horror series named Therapy.
Then the third trailer for The Knights
Order. I have new skit coming up "A

Snipers Worst Fear”. Now I have posted
some more cool FX tests that I did on

IMovietm. I also did a tutorial on how to
do a spaceship green screen on IMovietm.
On may third I got my second intro
provided from ChromaChiken® witch
still is my current intro. I’m currently
working on a short film with some of my
classmates, a James Bond kind of film.
We get to go on a 2 hour drive to my

aunties cabin in the woods were we will
be filming. We have explosions in the
film and some really cool special FX.
Including smoke bombs slit throat effects

and gunshot FX. I just realized that the
place where we are filming is a horror
movie cliché! It’s a secluded cabin in the
woods with no internet! Its May 5th and

I woke up this morning to good news and
bad news about my channel. The good
news was that I got 10 more subscribers!
The bad news was that my channel got
restricted for 6 months! I can still post
videos but I have some restrictions on
custom thumbnails and live streams.
Just posted a trailer for the movie
and it should be out soon! And This is
how it all started!
written by Bowen O'Brien

My YouTube Carrier
My YouTube carrier started on February 11 2016. My channel was
commonly used for subscribing to people but then I got some recording
equipment and chromachicken came along and we started recording. at
first we could not make a time to record together so I worked on my intro in
movie maker - not the best but it would work. then me and chromachicken
tossed some ideas around and we started by playing minecraft. but that
didn’t work out so some time passed then we tried portal but that didn’t
work either. so more time passed and chromachicken bought a game called
who’s your daddy and we played a bit. it was very fun. a few weeks had
passed and because I didn’t have good editing software, chromachicken did
it for me. Then it took a few weeks to do and there were some bumps. but it
got done. then I posted it. I showed my parents and I had to take it down
but I plan to post it soon. but all and all my YouTube is still doing good.

written by Caleb Lauridsen

George, The Cat

Once upon a time, there was
an island in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean. It was a small island
with lots of palm trees with orange
and pink shrubs everywhere. On
this island, there lived a cat and a
mouse. The cat’s name was George
and the mouse’s name was Tim.
They were best friends. They were
the only creatures on the island.
They lived in a small house that
settled on two trees that bent down
in an upside down U shape. The
house’s roof and floor was made out
of palm leaves and coconut shells
made up the walls. The beds were
made from the pink and orange
shrubs. They were happy with
their life. George would make them
coconut lattes and they would
watch the sunset together while
they drank.
One day George was walking
around trying to find coconuts
when all of the sudden he felt the
earth violently move, a tree started
to fall next to him. He quickly
moved out of the way as it crashed
in front of him. More trees started
to fall and coconuts were flying out
of the trees like mortars. He barely
got away with his life. He was
lying on the sand of the beach
trying to catch his breath, when he
realized Tim was still at the house.
He sprinted as fast as he could
toward the house. But when he got
there, Tim was nowhere to be seen
- just the rubble of their house.

Then George heard a slight
squeak, and swiftly started to
move the rubble, hoping that Tim
was still alive. He found Tim lying
there, barely holding on to his life,
so George tried to help by
wrapping his wounds with palm
leaves. At the state Tim was in,
George was starting to doubt the
chance of him living. Tim was just
lying there with a look on his face,
he looked happy, but still in pain.
George was confused, but he soon
realized why he was smiling, Tim
may have been dying but he was
happy to be with George at the
very end. So George gave up on
trying to save him - just spent the
last moments of Tim's life sitting
beside him with a coconut latte
and they watched the sunset
together for the last time.
The End.
written by Cam Schroth

Volume.
Swinging the bag onto your back, the rattling sound that emerged
becoming an echo that bounces around the room. the sound
disappearing as fast as it came and your footsteps trailing out of the
room into the hallway. The sound of heavy breathing and muffled
music flow through your head as you approach the entrance of the
building.
She, not having heard you, continues to tap her phone - that’s being
followed by the sounds of her outgrown fingernails tapping onto the
screen. You use your foot to shift her bag resting beside her towards
her, sighing after giving you a small ‘hey’ in your direction while the
jingle of her key chains hanging off her bag echo through your mind
as its hanging off of her arm while she never took her eyes off of her
phone during.
Both of your shoes tapped on the floor through the entrance, you
both had a silent agreement that she would wait for you and you
would do the same. You both began trudging towards your
destinations.
The walk there had a comfortable silence to it, the suburbs aren’t
the most dangerous or exciting places to walk. You like to pretend
that the pavement has triggers to set off the next car horn that
blares or gust of wind that finds its way through. Her hands are still
gripped tightly around the strap of her bag almost as if it had plans
to run away without her right by its side.
You begin the motion of tucking strands of hair behind your ear as
her eyes flicker over to you then right back to the ground again, her
hand soon found its way to her side, her feet keep a steady pace next
to yours. As you reach your destination she gifts you a whispered
‘bye’ as she continues to walk towards the end of the street . You
make sure to not go inside until she does.
written by Camrine Freebairn

It’s Just Life
Life - it's full of heart break depression misery happiness love loss
mystery and exactly what we all have or will experience once or twice
in our life. It’s just an adventure - a game of survival - we live in a book
some chapters are short others are long. If this chapter is sad or hard,
change it, get rid of a character, or add one to the story. If a chapter is
amazing, you're super happy. Savour it. Read a little slower.
This game of life is survival. We all play. How you get through
depends on you and the people you keep in your life. How they treat
you, how you treat others, you change your fate. If you don’t like what
you see in front of you, change it. But only you can. Don’t be lazy and
wait for someone to feel bad for you. If you're unhappy, work for
something you want. If you hate something, change it. No one
deserves to feel like that piece of cake that went bad because no one
wanted it. It’s just life.
written by Celina Galbraith

The time I have spent job shadowing local politicians has
opened my eyes to a whole new world of politics and leadership.
From Peter Fassbender, former Minister of Education, to Cathy
McLeod, Member of Parliament for Thompson-Cariboo, my
experiences have always been amazing. Politics is more than
just sitting behind a desk. These people really want to help. I saw
each and every one of these “politicians” help someone in a
huge way. Most people look at them and automatically think
they are crooks or are just in it for the money, but they aren’t.
These are humble, generous, kind, caring, and amazing people.
A wise man once told me that politics is the art of the possible meeting unlimited demands with limited resources.
by Corbin Kelley

Sleep had been an almost impossible feat this last month. Whenever he closed

his eyes all the voices in his head would crash deafeningly with the shouts of his

parents, creating this never ending loop of white noise spinning round his skull at a

million miles an hour. Just round and round and round and... He opened his eyes. There
was no point trying to go back to sleep now, not when that night’s headache had other
plans. He didn’t really mind, he knew the pain would go away. All he needed was the
silence the night offered. This had become a routine lately waking up an hour or so
before he needed to. But in all honesty he didn’t particularly mind. The night was

when he was most himself. No one around, just him and the second hand on the clock
ticking by. He swung his legs over the side of his bed letting them dangle there. He

could feel the cold wafting off the stone floor, so he just sat there. Letting the world

chunk together in the blurry form of his desk and dresser. Everything black and gray,
just different shades of the same color. The only white in the room was from a thin
stream of light that had gotten past the curtains on his window.

He frowned, there was never any light here. Not here in this little town that

even the clouds cried when they floated over just to make sure that they weren’t the
only ones miserable. But maybe the clouds didn’t travel at night, maybe the never

ending rain had finally come to a stop. A smile played its way across his face as he got
up and crossed the room to the window. One bad thing about living on the ground
floor was when he opened the blinds all he could see was the faintest bit of silver

peeking over the tops of the trees. But that’s all he needed. He was used to waking
early, even before his mental clock had set its self for 4 am. But that night a little

neon green 1 floated on his bedside table. Leaving him a good five hours till he needed
to be upstairs. He rushed back in to his room grabbing whatever he deemed warm

enough and throwing it on. He ran to his desk grabbing his sketch book and pencil box
and shoved them into a backpack. Swinging the strap over his shoulder and walking

back to the window inhaling deeply as he went. It had been so long since he had had
time to himself. Very carefully he slid the glass up crawling out of the gap created,

quietly shutting it behind him. His bike was leaning on a tree only five meters away and
when he went to retrieve the whole valley below came in to sight. In the light of the

moon the small town nestled there looked metallic all sharp edges roaming shadows.

He couldn’t blame the clouds for always raining on them. He hated it here. The town

was so isolated with tall mountains on all sides it was literally a fish bowl. The only exit

was just about as far away from his families little house placed most of the way up the
far mountain. And even if he ever did just get up and leave where would he go the
place so far from everything. Someday he would leave, someday. But now at the

moment he was content to be alone. He got on his bike and started to pedal his way

down the dirt path leading deep into the woods. The path twisted through the trees

and up the rest of the mountain. He used to come here a lot after all he was the only

one that used this trail. But recently the chaos of everyday life had gotten in the way.
He needed this, to clear his head. The silvery light of the moon shone through the

leaves lighting the curving path in front of him. Half an hour passed by like nothing
and before he knew it a wall a foot high of forget me nots blocked his path. The

clearing was truly something to behold. The dark night Turning the vibrantly blue

petals of the little flowers a deep sinister purple. That’s where the willow tree grew its
roots and branches dangling over the cliff on the far side. It sat completely alone

surrounded by the bushes he waded threw. He pushed his bike the last few meters
before dropping it and heaving himself up so he was perched on one of the thick

branches facing the drop. From here he could see everything. The ski that stretched
to the horizon was incredible. Dark blue and purple weaved their way through each
other, stretcing thin into lighter shades as it reached the millions of stars scattered

around. The vine and trees in the jungle below reached high in to the sky. All of their

branches crisscrossing in all directions creating an untangleable knot of wilderness. No
matter how many times he came here it always took him a moment to take it all in.

the stars and the moon where just bright enough so he shifted on the branch to reach
into his bag. He pulled out his sketch book and started to draw. Time didn’t exist here
the real world didn’t exist here nothing but right there and that moment truly
mattered. And in that moment he never had to go back.
written by Zephy Simon

To be asked to write “something”
or even “anything”
is an unfathomable thought.
To ask something so vague as
“just write”, is a preposterous request
and when you ask what to write about,
they’ll simply say “anything”.
Sooo what about those of us
who haven’t a clue what to write about,
then we’re scrambling
at the last second to spit
something out on paper
and hope it works.
So as you can see
it is a ridiculous request
to ask us to “simply write”.
by Dawson Dunlop

How I Started
Gaming

I started gaming by playing
a game called free rider when I
was younger. It was one of my
favorite games because there
were so many different types of
the game. Plus I liked a site
called silver games because it
had tons of other games that I
could play. This led me to more
difficult games and even
consoles games. Then I started
to play a creative game called
Roblox. it’s similar to
Minecraft. I like Roblox
because you can do different
challenges, drive different
vehicles and create tracks
which lead to prizes.
Some Xbox games that I
enjoy playing are: Battlebox
Theatre, Forza 4, Minecraft,
Halo 4 and World of Tanks. My
favourite game is Battlebox
Theatre because you can
create characters with funny
faces and it’s a comedy game.
Forza 4 is a car racing game,

while Minecraft is a free roam
game. I like Halo 4 because it is
a first person shooter game.
World of Tanks is a good game
because you drive tanks and
destroy the other team by
shooting.
I also really enjoy a phone
game called Geometry Dash
because it is a fun, challenging
game that has many levels that
get progressively harder. When
you reach certain levels you get
to unlock prizes, which is really
fun!
I like gaming !

written by Will Poole

Leaves crackle under my feet sounding as if glass is shattering
at each step. My ears are still ringing, bells boom far behind me
like explosions, wind causing the trees to sway back and forth I
can still hear him, the sound of cracked rusty metal, his dull
rusty blade running across the rocks, it sounds like silverwear
being scraped on a frying pan I can feel the blood from my
stomach freezing yet it burns, it feels like hot and cold rub on
an open wound I feel my one loose rib sticking out of the large
cut down my torso. The scraping got louder and louder I could
feel his breath on the back of my neck. I stop, and feel a tap on
my shoulder the large blade gently rubs the side of my face, the
blade rips away spraying blood from my shoulder all over my
face I feel the blade jab into my back swiftly ripping through
my chest I look down to see the rusty blade covered in blood
sticking out of my chest I fall to my knees my blood spatters
onto the ground I quietly say with a weeze one last word.
Goodbye
written by Cyrus McKillop

It was a gray and stormy day, white and red lights were
flashing rapidly. People were screaming and running from
the wall of water. The sound of water crashing on the
pavement was overwhelmingly loud, but not loud enough
to cover the sounds of disaster. Kids screaming for their
parents, sirens screeching, and glass shattering was all
you could hear. I stopped suddenly when I heard a
familiar voice screaming my name. I spun around with my
brother in my arms, to see her. "MOM!!" I shouted, as I
reached out my free arm, as if I could save her, but deep
down I knew I couldn’t. I watched her get swallowed by
the wave. Timmy started to scream and I held him close
as I turned and started to run with tears streaming down
my face. I ran and ran. I knew I just had to keep running.
I was running though knee high water dodging debris. I
could feel my legs getting cut and scraped as I ran. All
around me people were running or climbing. After a while
we were far enough away that the wave was not right
behind us. I slowed to a fast walk. Looking around now, I
could see the disaster! Streets that not an hour ago were
full of laughter, were now filled with screams. Trees that
once lined the streets now floated down them. I saw the
café I ate breakfast at this morning. So much had changed
since then. All the windows were shattered, the tables
and chairs washed away. Again I started to cry, thinking
about the fact I would never again eat with my family.
Timmy turned to me and in his quiet innocent voice said
“Is she gone?” I just hugged him close and whispered “She
is”.
written by Dannon Mackay

Chapter one

Bikes, math tests and stupid
people

John was 14 years old, tall
for his age with a slim
athletic build, sandy brown
hair and green eyes.
Wednesday morning MidMarch, his radio alarm
clock went off and John
woke up to see rain
running down his window
in sheets, “interesting” he
thought “it does not rain
that hard very much
around here”. Disregarding
the thought, he walked
over to the closet on the
far side of the room and
pulled out blue jeans and a
red tee shirt. Then he put
them on. Another day
John thought as he put on
socks, walked down the
stairs and into the kitchen.
He grabbed a bowl and
dumped in corn flakes and
milk then standing there
woofing it down when he
finished he slipped on his
watch, it read 8:20 am
“perfect this is going to be
close” he thought. “Its Five
minute bike ride to school
which starts in ten
minutes, then five minutes
to get to class... lots of
time”. John’s mom walked
into the kitchen and
looked at him “thought

you would have left by
now” she said with slight
sarcasm in her voice. “I’m
going to get going so I
won’t be late, talk latter”.
John said as he grabbed his
jacket and helmet, pulled
open the door and walked
out to the garage. He
hoped on the custom road
bike that he had just built,
with frame of a 1974
Peugeot OU-8. He
peddled up the driveway,
heading along the street
turning left as the road
sloped downhill he shifted
down and peddled hard.
Stopping to turn left on
Vallyview road a small
uphill past an apple
orchard the road
continued winding along
the edge of the valley. He
sped up as the road
levelled out as he shifted
down he looked at the
speedometer on his
handle bars, it read 57 Kp/
h he smiled and thought “I
might beat my record”. He
turned right onto
Applewood drive heading
into a steep downhill
though a subdivision, he
stopped as he came to the
intersection at bottom of
the hill then turned right.
Peddling hard and gearing
down He looked further up
the street to see the
stoplight up ahead turning

from amber to red. A slight
skid from his rear tire on
the gravel left on the road
form winter and rain water
as he hit the brakes to slow
down, coming to a stop
just as the light turned
green, “that’s just great he
thought just great”. He
turned left speeding up
past the rows of maple
trees, and Yellow broke
Elementary School. He
peddled up the schools
driveway over to the bike
rack and locked up his
bicycle slipped off his bag
and placed his helmet into
it. He walked up to the
front doors though them
and to the right, heading
up the stairs. He walked
down the hall to his first
class the school had bonewhite walls filled with
posters telling you to
study and stay in school.
John walked around the
corner and opened the
wooden door that read
Math 139 “ah the joys of
high school” John thought.
Mr. (Name) looked up from
the attendance form he
was filling in and over at
me “John Oakridge late” he
said as wrote something
down on the paper he was
holding. John looked at his
watch it read 8:31. He
muttered something
under his breath about Mr.

(Name) being an idiot and Sat down at his
desk. “Alight then” said Mr. (Name) “we are
going to be having a quiz”. “Less than five
minutes into class there is a test I did not
know about, this week is going to be a
long one” John thought as he looked out
the window at noting in particular. The girl
who sat in front of him who had bright red
hair turned around tapped John’s desk to
get attention he snapped out of his trance
in time and looked back to see her
dropping the test paper on his desk. She
turned back around sighing loudly as she
did so. John looked down at the paper and
pulled a pencil out of his backpack and
started writing the test. Mr. (Name) turned
on the projector at the front of the class
then walked over to his laptop and tapped
a button. A countdown popped on screen.
“Class you have one hour” he said and
starts the timer. As soon as it starts
counting down John’s mind goes blank he
can’t remember anything, “I have nothing
he thought”. He looks out the window
again at the clouds, drifting past. “The kids
out on the felid playing a game of football
look like they are having a lot more fun
than I am he” thought. After awhile of
looking out the window he looks back at
the countdown clock, it reads ten minutes
“what!” John almost yells, but it comes out
as a whispered Gaspe “it can’t have been
fifty minutes” he thought. He looks down
at his paper which is completely blank
except for his name. “This is not good” he
thought. He started writing answers down
franticly. Somehow he manages to get all
but one question done before the
countdown ends. Mr. (name) stands up
and says “class put down your pencils and
hand in you papers class is over”.
written by Chris Boyes

What It’s Like to Have a Deaf Parent
First some background stuff: My mom was born deaf. Her mom and dad both had
some genes that made her deaf. She went to a school in Kamloops for deaf kids and
that’s where she learned how to read lips and basic school stuff. So yeah, that’s that. So
I mean, it’s not all that bad I was born with a deaf mom and she’s been deaf all my life
so I’m used to it now. A few things I find hard though is sometimes she misreads my
facial expressions for example and thinks I’m mad or sad, but I might just be really
tired. Another thing is sometimes she does not get jokes because when you use sign
language it’s hard to use sarcasm. She will take it like I’m actually being mean or
sometimes when I’m just joking. A good thing about having a mom who can read body
language is that if you’re feeling sad or upset, she can really see it and it helps.
Sometimes, though, it’s annoying if you just wanna be left alone. Something that really
pisses me off is when people make fun of her voice because she can’t hear herself speak
so she can’t tell if she’s saying a word wrong. It’s just really upsetting. I get this
question a lot – can she drive? The answer is yes ! Something I find hard is she will
walk in a room when I’m talking to someone else and I won’t even know she’s there and
I won’t be signing and then she gets mad at me for not signing. That’s okay though –
she’s a really awesome mom who would do anything for her kids and I love her - so
yeah.
Written by Isaac Coombs

The Demon Inside
I see a blue nice couch with a mattress then
I look into the dark spot in the closet and I
think I see something move then the lights
starts flickering then its dark I see out of
the corner of my eye something move now I
know something is in the dark with me but
where and what it is. As my heart beats
faster and faster I feel my blanket slowly
fall off my bed and I see a dark shadow
slowly climb up. I can’t do anything I’m
stunned can’t move can’t even scream the
lights turn on and its gone but I’m sure it
watches me from the dark spot of the
closet.
written by Darien Embree

Ok there is a road that represents your life and
your goal is to get to the end and this road is full
of pot holes, construction work and road bumps.
And going through that is going to hurt and
going to take a long time to get over it. Now
you can make it through and make your dream
a reality - do something less people do every year
and have the greatest feeling in the world or you
can get bored and do something that does the
opposite of your dreams or get too hurt from the
speed bumps or pot holes and just give up. And
it’s never too late to go down that road. It never
is. I don’t care if you're 100 or 2 years old. You
can do it. No excuses. Thank you.
Written by Liam Gombrich

The Adventure

written by Devin Buskop
Narrator: This is Johnny. He is an average six year old kid (shows
Johnny playing with cars on the floor). Johnny’s dad is an explorer.
He calls Johnny every night.
Dad: Hello. Come in Chipper (shows Johnny running to the radio
and starts talking but narrator's voice is over them).
Narrator: Until one night the calls stopped (shows Johnny waiting
on the floor looking at the radio).
(Screen fades to black and text appears”10 years later”)
Johnny: See you tomorrow (as Johnny walks into his house and
shows Johnny playing video games).
Narrator: Johnny hasn’t adjusted well to the disappearance of his
father(shows Johnny throwing stuff). He is just accepting that his
father is gone forever.( Johnny walking up stairs when its dark
outside)
(*crash* Shows Johnny waking up and grabbing a baseball bat. As
he is walking down the hall he looks in his dad's old office and sees
broken glass and papers all over the place. Johnny runs into the
room swinging like a mad man but no one is there).
Cast
Narrator Morgan Freeman
Everyone else ???

Looking at the car wreck in front of her she knew she would be gone before
anyone would be able to get to her. She was in the middle of nowhere. Lying
there on the ground looking up at the stars she remembered when she was a kid
and looked out her bedroom window at the stars when she couldnʼt sleep. She
remembered feeling so calm - the warm breeze from her open window blowing
on her face, the music in her headphones blaring in her ears . She never thought
the stars would be the last thing she would ever see. Looking to her right she
saw her phone lying in the grass a few feet away. She grabbed it with her right
hand - her left still resting on her stomach right next to the large shard of glass
firmly planted in her lower abdomen. Turning her phone on, she looked at her
phones back. It was a picture of her and her sister. With that the tears started
flowing freely out of her eyes. She didnʼt want to go. Then she had an idea.
Opening her phone she tapped on the call icon and slowly typed in the number
she called so many times before, her fingers smudging red on the screen in the
process. She slowly pressed the phone to her ear and listened to it ring
once...twice....”hello." A small smile appeared on her face at hearing her sister's
voice. “Hi” she answered. “Hey idiot. What's up?” her sister said with a giggle.
“Hey could you sing me that song that auntie used to sing to us when we were
little?”she said her voice cracking. “Ummmm.....okay” her sister said obviously
confused by the request. She could tell something was wrong so she started
singing “wise men say...only fools rush in but i canʼt help falling in love with you.
Shall I stay? Would it be a sin? If I canʼt help falling in love with you. Like a
river flows, surely to the sea. Darling so it goes , some things were meant to be.
Take my hand, take my whole life too, for I canʼt help falling in love with you.”
By now the tears were unstoppable. “I love you” she said into the phone
between sobs. “I love you too” and with a slight smile on her face she looked
back up at the stars for the last time.
Written by Elena Friessen

Please Wake Up

Written by Emily Milliken-Heape
My name is Adeline Grace Baulmen. I am fourteen years old and this is the
story of how I woke my mother up. I had just turned ten when my father was
diagnosed with lung cancer. He had never smoked a day of his life, but all the more
it aﬀected him day after day. When he was diagnosed we lived in Los Angeles but
then the pollution got to him so we had to move to Canada. All I said when he said
that everything would be ﬁne was “Dad, we had to move to Canada!” But even
Canada couldn’t save him he needed a lung transplant. But the only thing was we
could not “aﬀord” a lung transplant. So then we waited and waited. Soon he needed
this weird machine to help him breath. He was getting worse and worse day after
day.
A whole year had passed and it was my eleventh birthday. For my birthday
Dad got me a puppy. She was a Sheltie her name was Rosie. Rosie was black with
some white highlights. She was a playful little pup, but she chewed on everything.
She chewed on dads Nike tennis shoes, the once beautiful mahogany coﬀee table
and the TV. But hey we don’t have to listen to the weather channel anymore. Dad
had to quit his job and Mom had to start working again. Soon after that we had to
move to a smaller house because our other house was just getting too expensive to
maintain. As time passed Dad was not improving and Mom was working more and
more and I was feeling helpless. And Rosie? Well Rosie was getting older and a little
bit bigger she was also getting easier to take care of. I didn’t tell my mom but I
knew that soon I would be without a dad so I was spending as much time as
possible with him. I loved him dearly. After I realized that I would be without a dad
soon I tried to ﬁgure out what I could do to help but soon I realized that there was
nothing that I could do, he was too far gone. For days after that I could not stop
thinking of what I could have done to help him before it had gotten this bad, before
we had to move, before all of this. Now I can’t do anything I didn’t want him to go, I
wanted him with me on my wedding day, I wanted him there when I got my driver’s
licence, I wanted him to be there when I turned twenty I just wanted him to be there
for my mom and I. I don’t know what I was going to do without him there will be a
hole in my heart and it will never be able to be ﬁlled. What am I going to do? What
about mom how will mom live? I don’t understand why this is happening but I’m
going to stop worrying about this now and I’m just going to worry about spending
time with my dad. Because that’s what matters right now.
A couple weeks passed and suddenly it happened. My dad’s last words were
“I will always love you and your mom I will never forget”, you and I replied with “I
love you too dad but why do you have to go I don’t want you to go. Why is this
happening” then as he faded away he said in a whispering tone “I will always love
you Adeline Grace Baulmen” as a tear ran down his face then he was gone. I shut
his eyes slowly then I closed my eyes and started crying. But I will never forget
those words they will be engraved in my heart forever I hugged my Mom and I could
not stop crying. For longer than I could count I cried myself to sleep soon it was

time to go back to school. I did not have any friends here in Canada but I still had
to go to school no one knew about my Dad. They did not know that my Mom
stopped talking they did not know anything about me. Even though they thought
they did but no they knew nothing about me. They were all driving me crazy. My
Mom would not talk to me. Or anyone else for that matter. The only one who I felt
comfortable talking to was Rosie. Even though she could not answer me I knew
that she was listening but with my Mom I didn’t feel like she was even listening.
She wouldn’t even look at me she spent all day looking out the windows at where
my dad used to sit.
My teacher's name was Miss.Bos. Witch in Dutch means forest. She was
the nicest teacher in the whole school. Well at least in my opinion. One day she
asked me to stay in at recess I didn’t think that I had done anything wrong but
still I just nodded my head in agreement. Later that day when everyone went
outside for recess I stayed in. And after a little while of talking to Miss.Bos I
realised that I was not in trouble. Miss.Bos just wanted to help me with my Mom
so she and I walked down the hallway to the counsellor’s room. After a couple of
weeks of seeing the counsellor we found a therapist for my Mom but she would
not talk to the therapist so we were back to the drawing board to ﬁnd a way to
get my Mom to start talking again. I went in to the therapist to talk to her about
my Mom she suggested animal therapy suddenly I remembered that Rosie’s Mom
was a therapy dog maybe Rosie was the answer to getting my Mom to talk again.
I went online hoping to ﬁnd someone who could work with Rosie and my Mom.
TO BE CONTINUED …

Down In The Forest
The girl wandered through the misty forest in
a trance, following a trail of toad stools. As

night fell, the mushrooms, flowers and even a

nearby river started glowing an irregular aqua
colour. The path ended at a gloomy, isolated
cave. At the end of the small cave she

stumbled across a singular glowing toadstool.

The girl knelt down to further investigate the

strange mushroom, but when she attempted to
touch it a charge of energy shot through her
body, the girls eyes rolled to the back of her
head, she blacked out. When the young

woman awoke, she found herself in what

seemed to be an endless void. No sight, No
sounds, No senses. “Hello” a soothing yet

unfamiliar tone called out to her. The girl
tried to reply, but to no avail she stayed

silenced. “I am the spirit of the forest”, the

voice took a brief pause before continuing “I

called to you, girl with no name. No reason to
live nor to die” it was only then when the girl

regained her senses. She looked at her nimble
hands, so numb they’ve turned to a pinkish

shade, she looked back up to the abyss, and
spoke in a powerful tone “I, the girl with no
name, no reason to live nor die” She slowly

reopened her eyes then continued “I sacrifice
myself, I will be your hands and I will be your
eyes”
Written by Maya Huesing

We were walking through an umber-brown, ancient forest. It
reeked of age. Its woody incense was from centuries of snapping
branches crashing to the forest’s floor and rotting silently. The
composting, organic smell rose up in waves like a miasma. Every
sprawling tree we passed under reminded me of a watchful
guardian, a silent sentinel of the groves. We decided to venture
deeper into the tangled heart of this primeval forest. We hoped that
it would reveal its dark secrets to us.
The further we went, the more mystical and spellbinding it
became. Huge roots spread-eagled the ground, twisting like the great
backs of sea dinosaurs. The foliage became thick and lush, forming
an arch of fairytale-green above our heads. Arthritic boughs,
gnarled with age, dripped their bounty of nuts onto the path. Briars,
brambles and berry trees flanked the trail, making it impenetrable
on either side. Shuffling noises came from deep in the interior,
deadened by the cunningly woven web of leaves. A troupe of
shambling badgers crossed the winding trail in front of us at one
point. They were finishing up their early morning foraging and
looked startled to see us.
We arrived at a wide glade, where the trees fell away,
revealing the bespeckled sky. The last of the morning’s stars were
glinting like silver pin pricks, luminous and bright. An ore gold
moon hung quietly in the distance, casting a honeyed sheen over the
trees. We sat down with our backs against a lightning blasted tree
trunk and watched it fade away. As if on cue, an avian aria
erupted from the knot of trees. The solitary songbird was soon joined
by his beaked companions, creating a symphony of song. The heart
haunting melody was an elixir for the soul. The sap sweet fragrance
of the forest washed over us and we were seduced by its comforting
goodness. We placed some stinging nettle leaves into the broth we
were brewing and it added a tingling, chlorophyll flavour. When
we were leaving, I risked a glance over my shoulder. The forest
glade looked freeze frame perfect in the enhanced light of the full
dawn.
Written by Ethan Poitras

Photography;

and why it’s my passion

Photography is an art, which allows you to free your creativity
by manipulating real life scenarios, or capturing memorable

moments. There’s tons of diﬀerent styles of photography, the

cool part of it is the fact that you can create your own style by
pulling inspiration from other artists and combining their

techniques. For myself, personally I’m still discovering and
exploring what I’d like to do and where I’d like to go with

photography, I think it would be really cool to work with short
ﬁlm or high fashion advertising, I also really enjoy the idea of

incorporating real life art work with my photos on photo shop.
A colossal part that plays into my passion of photography is

the behind the scenes part, where it can be extremely diﬃcult
to ﬁgure out the settings like lighting, contrast or even what

part of the day is best to go out and shoot, and etcetera, but I
love the challenge and I love how photography is a skill to
study and learn by exploration, trial and error, really just

ﬁguring out what works best for you. And those are some of
the reasons as to why I’m passionate about photography.
Written by Evening Drury

My inner life is constantly on a
roller coaster ride there is no
getting off this ride! All its doing
is screaming but know one can
here it. Its like my mind is telling
me to shut up and suck it up but
my heart is constantly telling me
to say something but every time
my brain is the winner there is no
competition my brain is the winner
every time…. There is no
changing that and my friends try
to help me but are they really my
friends? I don’t know maybe they
are just acting cause sometimes it
sure seems like it… I really really
wish I had the courage to say
something but I don’t everything
that I have accomplished this year
with go down the drain and it wont
be worth anything and I don’t
want that to happen I have
worked so hard for everything in
my life right now… the one thing
I love.. school its getting more
difficult everyday to keep my
mouth shut! And my so called
friends arnt acting very supportive
right now they are acting like I’m
invisible!
Written by Hannah Brown

My story of V.C.S

Okay so this is the story of how I came to V.C.S. So I was in
traditional school and I was like every kid there. I did my work out
of a text book, I didn’t stand up and speak freely. But my parents
told me about this school called Vernon Individual school
(Actually Vernon Community School.) and I said fine I will go
check it out and I actually liked it and decided I want to try it. At
first I liked it but then I started to rethink my decision. My parents
thought I wasn’t learning and I was confused with my life. I
thought I wasn’t learning. But then I started growing and
becoming who I am and realising that I am learning. Vernon
Community School is the place for me, I am learning… learning
who I am. My parents wouldn’t notice it, but Vernon Community
School has taught me who I am, how to stand up and present, And
much more Vernon community school is like a second home and
just an awesome place to be.
Written by Hunter Byles

April 11
This was around the time my
journey started; the journey I
call “Inconclusive”. I call it
that because I was expecting
was a precise answer, a yes or
a no, but instead I got
“Inconclusive."
April 24th
My family and friends started
to be more concerned for the
fact I’ve been coughing for a
unusual period of time, (1-2
weeks) - not to mention the
cough was “sketchy” and
“weird”. The cough sounded
like I was choking … We
didn’t know what was wrong
until my dad “saved the day”
by noticing a mass - a weird
and abnormal lump in a place
where it shouldn’t be. In my
case the mass was as large as
a large grape that’s sitting
right on top of the right side
of my thyroid gland.
April 25th
After school my dad and I
went to the family doctor. Our
doctor saw us and told us that

it was unusual to see a mass
on a 14 year old girl, knowing
it was common to see it in
adults. Fact- he talked to 2
clients about the same
problem, masses on the
thyroid gland. He sent us to
the hospital after telling us it
needed medical attention as
soon as possible. Once we got
to the hospital we got
registered in and so my dad
and I sat for 2 FRIKEN
HOURS!!!! It was so
annoying, don't you know. (I
strongly dislike waiting,
especially waiting for food.)
Once the Nurse came out and
talked to us she decided to
send us down to get an ultra
sound. When we got back
from the ultra sound another
nurse came out and drained
me of my blood! I watched
her take 4-5 little bottles of
my blood for a blood test to
check if my white cells were
higher than normal because if
so that would mean the mass
would be an infection. The
results came and they were
normal. They decided that on

April 29th I should have a
biopsy to get a closer look and
to have a better view of what
was going on - to have precise
answers.
April 29th
Another day at the hospital
came around - the day my dad
and I went to the hospital to
go and get my biopsy. When
we got to the hospital we went
to the area where all the Xrays and biopsies and
ultrasounds take place. We
waited a little till my dad and
I followed a nurse to this
room which was dark and
small. It didn’t look too
pretty or exciting. It was a
dark warm colour like no
colours on the wall just a
plain solid colour. The room
wasn’t interesting at all.
When I was lying down on the
table waiting for the doctor to
come in, I was thinking
different thoughts - like what
the mass could or could not
be. The Doctor arrived into
the room and went over what
he was going to do with the

biopsy. First he’d grab a
needle, a long tiny tiny tiny
needle, put it in the thyroid
and second he would move
the needle back and forth,
back and forth, a few times, to
collect some of the cells from
that particular area. The third
thing he’d do is take the
needle out and squirt the cells
and liquid of what he grabbed
into a small container. After
that I had to wait a week or so
for the results of the tests they
did on the cells they got.
When he was giving me the
procedure of the biopsy it was
weird. The feeling on a
needle in my thyroid was
weird. It didn’t exactly hurt,
but it honestly tickled.
May 5th
FINALLY! I get to find out the
results of the biopsy - but to
find out the answered I’d have
to go to Kamloops. With my
mom and dad, we drove to
Kamloops. We got to the
building where we’d meet a
lady who was a surgeon
specializing in head and neck

and those types of surgeons
are called…. Otolaryngology
(pronounced oh/toe/lair/in/
goll/oh/jee). She talked to
my parents and me about the
results. The results were
inconveniently inconclusive.
Though there were cells that
were abnormal it wasn’t
cancer for sure. All they knew
that it was rare to see a
thyroid mass like this on a 14
year old and that instead of
another biopsy they and
others agree that it would be
best to just take out the whole
damn thing out. Actually,
funny fact - I named the mass
Adam, for Adams apple…. Get
it? Because that’s kind of
what it looks like. After that
they set the date of the
surgery for June 6th. Then
they would be able to see a
better picture if it's cancer or
not. The state I’m in right
now is weird, strange and a
little confusing…. at times. I
guess you could say I have
mixed emotions of the whole
thing.

WAITING
The Kamloops Hospital called
because that’s the place I’ll be
having the surgery done.
After the surgery they said I’d
have to stay the night at the
hospital which I heard sucks
from a few people. So that
doesn’t make me particularly
excited. When the hospital
called they told my parents
we had to come in on May
25th to ask some medical
questions about if I’m allergic
to anything, for example
medicine . They also asked
other questions like if I have
any medical history like heart
strokes, multiple sclerosis
(MS) and just other sort of
medical history that may
affect the way they would do
the procedure. They told me a
little of how surgery will feel
like and how it would go after
the surgery.
June 6th
Unknown - to be continued ...
Written by Iza Heling Stark

Crazy Crib Cards !

My Mom taught me how to
play crib when I was seven
years old. I’ve been playing
for almost five years now. I
was starting to get a bit bored
of playing just regular crib. I
thought it might be fun to
mix it up a bit. I came up
with the idea of crazy crib
cards after I thought about
how I could make crib a little
more interesting than it
already is.
Crazy crib cards are cards you
pick up at the beginning of
each round. Each card has
something on it that will
either benefit you or mess up
your opponent. Examples
include: “Your opponents back
peg now becomes their front
peg.” or “Double the pegging
points you get this round.”
Instructions:
1. At the beginning of the
round, each player picks up
two cards from the Crazy Crib
Card deck.
2. Read what each card says
before you begin to play the
round.
3. At the end of the round,
all Crazy Crib Cards that you
drew are shuffled back into

the Crazy Crib Card deck,
unless the card states that you
can keep it for the rest of the
game.
4. The cards that you are
allowed to keep for the
duration of the game are two
part cards. You must have
both parts for them to be in
effect. The two cards together
form a full sentence.
5. You can play a card at
any time during the round,
unless it says otherwise (hint:
sometimes it is advantageous
to wait and play a card at the
very end of the round).
6. The round ends when the
regular playing cards have
been gathered back into a
deck in preparation for the
next round.
Note: Regular crib rules
apply.
Warning: Playing Crazy Crib
may harm friendships.
Copyright: Jameson Love, 2016

Misty River

Written by Jaryn Tiggelaar
It was 4:30 in the morning, the branches from the big oak tree
brushed against Maggie’s window. Maggie was awoken by a panicked
whinny from the barn. She threw her floral quilt on to her rustic
cream coloured carpet. She ran down then wooden stairs. She
grabbed her black rain coat to match with her black gum boots. She
turned the knob on her door and leaped out on to the steps. As she
walked out of her house she noticed that there was a kitten in her
presence. Maggie grabbed her calico kitten and dumped her into
the mudroom on an old red doormat. She continued to dash to the
barn. When she got to the barn she undid the latch that opened the
wooden panel door. She observed her horse peanut pawing at her
shavings enough so that you could see the charcoal brown soil
beneath. Maggie opened Peanut’s stall and investigated her body
looking for signs of labor. “Finally!” Maggie shouted “Peanut you’re
in labor.” There was a quiet creak, Maggie quickly turned her head

and saw a petite young girl standing there with her worn teddy bear.
“Maggie I can’t sleep” the young girl spoke “and you probably
shouldn’t be out here by yourself.” “I am fine, I don’t need you to
worry about me I got this Makenzie.” Makenzie stood in the door
way and watched Maggie as she walked to the grain room and
grabbed her large veterinary kit. She picked out two long latex gloves
as well as a bottle of disinfectant. She tied up Peanut’s tail before
starting the procedure. She placed the gloves on her dainty fingers
and thoroughly rubbed disinfectant onto them. She gently placed her
hand into the opening carefully assessing the position of the unborn
foal. “Maggie why is your hand up Peanut’s butt” spoke Mackenzie.
“She is having her baby.” About an hour later two little white socks
had appeared onto the shavings. A perky little filly was born with the
name Misty River. She was an average sized foal, she had a happy
little tail that flicked around the shaving on the ground. When she
carried her weight to stand she took a large stride and tumbled on to
the ground. That was just the beginning.

The Ocean And The Forest
I followed her to the wavy ocean that met our local beach.
She walked ankle deep into the icy water, then continued As the
waves touched her neck, I came to the edge of the water. Once
her body fully submerged, the waves created a path and she was
walking through a tunnel, I followed her.
“What’s going on, how did you do this?” she turned to me
and looked me in the eyes. Earlier that day, her eyes were hazel,
now they were the color of the ocean. So deep you could get lost
in them; so simple, yet so complex.
“Your eyes” I managed to spit out
She blushed; her cheeks turned a beautiful, yet calming
shade of pink. She grabbed my hand, our fingers locked.
As we walked continued walking down the tunnel, the walls
we passed fell back into place. Soon enough, we stopped in a
clearing. In front of us, there was a fountain. It wasn’t the color
of the ocean, or her eyes, it was a deep forest green. The steady
flow of the beautiful flowing green water, was mesmerizing. She
led me to the fountain and guided my hand to the edge of the
water. I turned to her and she nodded. I stuck my hand under the
stream and my arm began to tingle.
The tingling sensation crawled up my shoulder and across
my face. She picked up a mirror off the ground and held it to my
face. My eyes were no longer a baby blue; they had become the
deep forest green of the fountain. She had the power of the sea,
and I had the power of the forest.
Nobody knew where we went all those days, all those hours.
So, she started to follow me to the pine forest behind the park
and I continued to follow her to the wavy ocean that met our local
beach.
Written by Karmen Janke

LACROSSE
Written by Colby Kokonis

This year in lacrosse I am a second year bantam which
actually means "little chicken." The other second years are
Matt, Isaac, Derek, and Jaxxon. Our team this year is full
of ball hogs, but still we won our first game 13-0 with our
Goalie Derek getting a shutout (when no goals get scored on
the goalie). This weekend we had a tournament in
Kelowna which we came in 3rd.
I got a new stick for my birthday which is a red and
white Nike elite with a sick white and black shaft.

Why I am here…

Written by Mack Stevens

In the regular school system I could never be myself or show
emotions because I would be judged for it…
I didn’t have any trust with anybody. I couldn’t voice my opinions
because it was either embarrassing or nobody cared.
I found my schooling was really challenging even though I had always
really tried to put my best into everything and to have someone
completely shut me down telling me it was terrible had a huge impact on
me.
But, that had all turned around when I met Kim in grade.6; it was
actually scary how open you could really be and seeing everyone cared..
So, the main reasons why I came here was so I didn’t have to hide
everything and my true self. I could bring my feelings and problems to
school and get tons of support!
From being here for 3 years, it’s really shown me that I do have a
purpose and no one is going to shut me down. I used to have no selfconfidence and my self-esteem was drained…
With all the support I got it gave me a chance to build that all back
up over the years. It has really helped with creating a new self-image for
myself and some people are afraid to take that step..
I’ve learned many ways to cope and deal with everything from
family issues to myself in a healthier way that makes me and my family
happy.
I am very thankful for being in this school and really the
opportunities that it has given me.

I believe that in this life that everyone has a special spark
that ignites itself the first time they are born. Once the baby is
born that spark stays with them for the rest of their life. When
these people grow up, they might follow the light or it might
just fade into the distance. The choice is yours. Will you follow
it or let it fade into the darkness ?
Ever since I was able to walk I could sing. Of course I
couldn't make out the words so I would sing in my own
language. From kindergarten to grade 2 I have a memory of
sitting alone by a big tree watching the other kids play on the
playground. As I sat and sang I knew I was different than the
other kids. I guess, per se, I didn't want to be normal. I didn't
really have many friends. I had a best friend here and there but
I didn't have a group of friends to hang out with. I didn't know
if it was me or them, but as young as I was, I didn't care. I was
just happy with what I was doing and where I was at the time.
Also, as a kid, I didn't pay attention to the bullying. I was far
off in my own little world to even care really but as I got older I
became more aware of the name calling. The bullies, the
torture...why me? Why not them? What did I do to deserve
this? Was I really the problem? The issue? The monster? To
this very day, to all those people who tortured me, made me
suffer for years, I hope they don't get what they deserve. They
don't get a second chance. Not now, not ever. But, I will. I will
keep trying to get stronger. I will show them I'm not the victim
anymore. I am the inspiration.
Of course from the day I could sing, I knew that was my
passion. In traditional school I never got to know what it felt
like to experience the feeling of doing something you love to
do. The adrenalin, the rush, that feeling when you find that
special something that makes you, you, and makes yourself
who you are. To all the people who have a talent or something

they love to do, just go and do it! Do what you were born to do.
Be yourself and don't let anyone try and make you who you are
not. And if they don't like it, show them. Show them how
amazing you can be. Show them that you have talent. How
beautiful you really are.
In my life I have chosen to follow that spark and not let it die. I
want to show people in my life, good or bad, how unique and
beautiful I am with something I love to do. And show them that
I have changed into a strong independent person. I am not the
shy girl in the corner, but the beautiful, blossoming flower.
I would like to thank Kim and Murray for giving me the
opportunity to become the amazing musician I want to be in
life, and letting everyone have a chance to discover how
beautiful they truly are on the inside.
Written by Medina Altena-Hajric

The Girl Next Door

Written by Libby McDonald

She had beautiful sparkly blue
eyes and long ginger hair. Her
face was covered in cute little
freckles. I never got to learn her
name, I wish I did.
I talked to her tonight. I went to
her house for dinner. Her front
door was locked, so I climbed
through her window.
I took my shoes and coat oﬀ
and put them in the closet. The
door to her garage was left ajar,
but her car was not in it.
Through a small hallway was her
dining room, a fancy chandelier
hung above the table. She had
set the dining table ready for
later; there were two unlit
candles, four black placemats,
and four clean white plates. Her
kitchen was attached, the whole
room there was black, white,
and brown.
Inside her cupboard there was a
box of penne pasta. I took out a
pot, ﬁlled it with tap water, and
brought it to a boil. I tipped the
package upside down and the
noodles slid out of the
packaging and into the
steaming pot. Her fridge

contained ground beef and
tomato sauce, which I cooked
and mixed with the pasta.
I placed the spaghetti on two of
the plates facing across from
each other. I cleaned up the
kitchen and put the leftover
pasta in the fridge. I ﬁlled two
glasses with some nice red
wine. I sat down at the table
and waited. If she doesn't come
home soon her food will get
cold.
I hear the sound of keys
unlocking the front door. She
takes a step inside. She takes a
step into the dining room, a
frightened look appears on her
face.
"It's almost half past nine,
where have you been?" I
question. Her hand reaches
down for the phone. In a quick
instance I have her sat down
across from me, the phone left
untouched.
"You'd better eat up, I wouldn't
want you to be hungry later."
She doesn't respond. I get up
and walk to her side of the
table. I pull the cloth tied around
her mouth down to her neck. I
pick up her fork and feed her

her dinner. A tear ﬁlled with
black mascara drips down her
cheek as she gulps down the
lump of noodles and meat on
her tongue.

as a beautiful decoration. Her
stomach and liver make a
delicious starter meal. I don't
need to cook them, they're
already warm enough.

"Don't cry, my dear," I wipe the
tear oﬀ her face. I grab a spoon
from the table and hold it up in
front of her view.

Finally, I use the knife to
decapitate her. It was a little
diﬃcult because of her spinal
chord, but I was able to get it
done. I place her head on the
mantle above the ﬁreplace. How
beautiful she was.

"You have such pretty eyes," I
remark. I gently place the spoon
on the outer corner of her shiny
blue eyeball, and slowly start to
dig it underneath. Soon enough
I'm able to pull on it, twisting
the nerve. It seems to cause her
quite a lot of pain. Finally her
eye detaches from the socket,
and I place it in a small
preservation jar.
I gouge out the other one and
place it in another jar. Blood
pours down her face as she
screams and cries. Luckily, we
live pretty far out of town so she
can't be heard.
I pick her up and place her body
on the table. I take a large knife
and slice her abdomen open so
her organs slide onto the table. I
hang her intestines on the wall

I sit down I front of her lifeless
body and eat my pasta. Pasta
was her favorite food.

The Girl
Who Turned Into A Snake
There was once a girl named Ashly. Ashly was afraid of snakes; she
was so afraid that she barely went outside. One day Ashly’s brother Cory
wanted to go outside to explore. Cory was too young to explore on his own
so Ashly went with him. After about an hour of exploring Cory ran up to
Ashly with something behind his back and yelled “Ashly Ashly, look what I
found!” He pulled out a foot long snake. Ashly screamed as she kicked the
snake. Ashly got so upset that she started to cry. After that they went
home. The one thing they didn’t know is the snake wanted to get revenge.
In the middle of the night the snake slithered through Ashly’s window and
flopped right into her bed. The snake (who’s name was Carla) saw that
Ashly’s mouth was open. So Carla slithered down Ashly’s throat and
switched her organs with Ashly’s.

In the Morning Ashly woke
up and felt really cold. She
looked around, everything looked
larger. She saw a mirror on the
ground and looked at it. She was
terrified when she saw that she
had turned into her worse fear.
She heard loud steps, and as she
turned around she saw two large
hands about to pick her up. Ashly
was shocked because the person
looked like her. The person (who
was actually Carla) said in a very
sassy tone “how does it feel to be
the snake now?” As she said
that, Carla opened the window
and threw Ashly out. Ashly didn’t
know what to do. It was getting
cold so Ashly hide under a
dumpster.
Under the dumpster she met
an old stinky wise rat. Ashly
wasn’t afraid of rats; she found
them quite cute. Ashly had a
nice conversation with the rat.
After talking all day Ashly told
the rat what had happened to
her. The rat told her a prophecy
about a human girl being turned
into a snake and how she turned
back. When Ashly found out
how to turn back she went to
sleep because the way to turn

back was to climb a mountain and
drink out of the magical creek.
It was morning, Ashly was
ready to climb the mountain! Ashly
started going up, it wasn’t that hard
as she slithered pretty fast. Ashly
finally made it up the mountain and
saw the creek! Then Swoosh! An
eagle swapped up Ashly and
brought her to her nest. The eagle
chewed up Ashly into little bits and
feed her to her babies and Carla
lived happily ever after in Ashly’s
human body. The End!
Written by Michelle Tobler

Keeper of Magic
"Ok Sapphire," I said "you can do this. You are 14 now so you can participate
in the choosing."
"But first I have to get all of my chores done."
Just then my “parents” started yelling at me to get upstairs and do my chores and
they said that if I finish my chores on time then I can go to the choosing.
"YES!" I mentally yelled. Hopefully a dragon egg will hatch for me and I can leave
this horrible town that is unfortunately my home. But there is only one problem.
Most of the time my chores take me all day and the choosing ceremony is at
midday. I will have to work really fast today and not go slow and take my time like
I normally do. Good thing I get up at dawn every day.
As I start working on my chores I started thinking about how I ended up as
the family slave. It was mine and my twin sister Ruby’s 4th birthday and we were
up in our room getting ready for our party. When suddenly Ruby started to scream
and grab her head. Not two seconds after she started screaming, I felt a searing
pain in my head and fell down on my knees next to my screaming sister. The next
thing I knew I woke up in my bed, but did not see Ruby. I started calling for my
parents crying and screaming "where's Ruby?" They walked in to our room,
looked at me blankly and said "Ruby's dead." My mother then looked at me and
started screaming saying how a daemon had taken her babies away from her. I
looked at my dad and all he said was "look in the mirror Sapphire." So I did. And
instead of seeing my normal forest green eyes, they were dark purple with black
flecks slowly swirling through them. And then my father, the person I loved almost
more than my sister, said something that I will never forget, even if I tried - "Let’s
keep it," he said with a sinister smile. "Let’s keep the daemon and let it do all the
work in the house." That's how I came to be here. I still miss my sister terribly.
She was my twin and the only real friend I have ever had. I was the quiet, shy kid
and she was the loud, social one who was good at making friends.
I was brought out of my memories when I heard my parents yelling at me to
go and make them breakfast. It was then that I noticed that I had already finished
all of my chores except for making my parents' breakfast. "Well," I thought to
myself - inwardly smiling that I had finished my chores so fast. Note to self:
Thinking about the past makes chores go faster. With that, I went off to make my
parents' breakfast and then to get ready for the choosing ceremony. It is finally
time, I thought to myself, time for the choosing. I could not wait. I really hope that
a dragon egg hatches for me. The only reason my parents let me go was because all
14 and 15 year olds have to be there for the choosing.
When I arrived, the line to touch the dragon eggs was already huge even
though we still had about an hour left till midday. As well, I thought, I'm sure that
an hour will go by quickly. As I was looking around at the group of people already
there, I could not help but notice how pretty the other girls were. I mean, I guess
that I am sort of pretty. I have middle length light brown hair, an oval shaped

head, and I'm medium sized, but the
best part about me is probably my
eyes. Although most people think that
they look weird, I think that they are
quite pretty. They are a royal purple
with flecks of black slowly swirling
through them. As I was mulling over
my eyes, I heard gasps and awe. In
front of us, on the stage, stood a
dragon and he was amazing! He was
yellow with orange swirls through his
scales. His eyes were a soft amber that
glowed with kindness. Just then, the
dragon's rider jumped off the dragon's
back and started to speak. He was tall
with blond hair and the same soft
amber eyes as his dragon. "Ok" he
said. "I want all of you to line up, two
rows facing the stage. On my right, I
want the girls and on my left I want
the boys." We all shuffled into
position but with my luck I got pushed
to the back of the line. "Ok," the rider
said. "Once we all get into position I
want one boy and one girl each to
come up at a time. As you see, we
have three dragon eggs here. You will
each get a turn to hold each egg for
five minutes. If the egg rocks while
you are holding it then that dragon has
chosen you to be their rider and
lifelong partner," the rider said while
looking at his dragon with a soft smile.
I could clearly see the love they both
had for each other. I sighed. I wish
that I could have that bond. "If one of
the eggs does not rock for you, then
you have not been chosen," said the
rider. "Ok then," the rider said. "First
two come up to the stage please and
we can get started."

I knew that I would be waiting a
long time for my turn so I started to
study the eggs. The first egg was dark
green with dark blue swirling through
it. The next egg was orange with red
swirling through it, and the last egg
was black with all sorts of colors
swirling through it. It was the most
beautiful egg I had ever seen. I stood
there looking at the egg for who knows
how long. Suddenly I was hurled out
of my thoughts when the rider said,
"Last two, please come up to the
stage." Wow! Does time ever fly when
you are thinking I thought as I slowly
made my way up the steps to the
stage. I sat down on the chair and was
handed the first egg. It was the orange
one. The egg was surprisingly light
and warm. All to soon the five
minutes was up, and I was handed the
next egg. It was the dark green one.
Like the first egg, this one was light
and warm. Once again the five
minutes was up way to soon and I was
handed the last egg - the black one. As
soon as the egg came into contact with
my hands it started to rock. I vaguely
remember being asked my name but I
was in such a daze of happiness that
all I could focus on was the egg in my
hands. I remember being escorted off
the stage to a tent and the last thing I
remember before falling asleep was
the rider telling me his name. I think
it was Collin, but as soon as my head
hit the pillow I was dead to the world.
To be continued ...
Written by Natasha Milliken-Heape

Piano

Written by Rachel Hintz
Suddenly you hear a soft

piano tune in the distance, but no
piano. You hear whispering, but

you are alone. As you look around
to find you are now in a room, a

room with no windows no doors…

you’re trapped. A wave of fear and
panic washes over you and before

you know it you’re falling. Falling
for what feels like forever then it

stops. You lay there for a while too
scared to open your eyes - too

scared to see what could be out

there, but you do it anyway. Only
this time it’s different, almost

unexplainable - a little blurry, cold,
and impossible to breath. You

realize you’re under water. Then
someone or something grabs you
and pulls you up to the surface

where you can breath. You take a
deep breath and it’s gone and then

so are you. You’re back in the first
room again except this time you’re

not alone. There’s a little girl, the
same little girl that saved you and
left before you could thank her.
She’s sitting in the far corner head
in her knees she holds back her soft
quiet sobs just long enough to ask
you a question, a question you
know you do not know the answer
to - “Where are we?” she asks with
tears running down her face. You
sit down beside her and suddenly
you don’t feel afraid anymore.
You gently wipe the tears from her
face and hear the piano again.
This time it’s soothing. You close
your eyes for just a moment and
when you open them you find
yourself in a bed. It's your bed!
And you realize it was all a
dream.

My YouTube History of ChromaChicken
Why did I start YouTube?

The reason why I started YouTube was because I was inspired by a
YouTuber. His name is Ian - Aka SSundee. He has 6 million subscribers now.
I am slowly reaching to where he is so far. I have 48 subscribers now “I’m
almost there” (not really). I Joined YouTube on Sep 9, 2014 so my channel
is 2 years old!

Where did I get the name ChromaChicken?

There is this company named RAZER. They make gaming gear like gaming
mice, keyboards and other things like that. I got the name Chroma from
one of their products named Chroma death adder. I really liked the name
Chroma so I named the first part of my name Chroma and the second part
I got it from my favorite animal, the Chicken.

What do I do on my Channel?

I make videos like tutorials, speed art, easter eggs on websites and games,
trailers, and gameplay.

Written by Ryan Chisholm

From ten years old she was not
only raising herself, but others as
well.
Not understanding why her
family was so centered around
drugs and alcohol. Not
understanding why cheating and
getting divorced was something
that everyone did...
Now that she’s older she finally
realizes that those drugs were an
escape, and the alcohol was a
numbing tool. That the divorce
was because they never really
loved each other from the start
and most of all, her trust went
from 100 to 0...
She let nobody in, because
everyone she lets in always ends
up leaving in the end...
Now almost 15, she notices
something in herself - she’s
gaining her trust back, but she’s
losing faith in herself. She’s losing
her sense of direction and where
she belongs. She’s feeling lost even
when surrounded by so many
loving people. She’s lost…
That is her most important need
because she can’t count on other
people to help her anymore, and
soon she won’t be able to count on
herself.
Written by Sam LaPointe

Blue Depth
Written by Sarah MacNeill
I plunge into the dazzling, blue
water. Instantly my skin starts tingling
and the comfort of the cold, fresh ocean
takes over my body and spirit. My heart
makes a thud and I feel myself drifting
down deeper and deeper into the bright
sea. My hair moves slowly, gently back
and forth over my head as the current
lightly brushes my skin. I open my eyes
and see the beautiful indigo blue colour
peaceful and lit by the sun in a rather
magical fashion. I feel so comfortable, so
alive, so overwhelmed by the beauty in
front of me that I want to stay down here

forever, drifting along in the quiet. That
is when my throat and lungs start to burn
in the frantic search for oxygen. I want to
stay just a little bit longer but I have not
time.
I am already light headed as the
painful feeling in my lungs grows. My
throat is stinging and I need to get to the
surface. I am desperate now; my whole
body is in panic and struggling to swim
up. Up! Up faster! I kick my legs as fast as
my muscles will let me. I rapidly wave
my arms, trying to get to the top. The
water is passing me so fast, I feel like I
am flying. I am almost there now! I look
up and I can see it getting brighter. See
the colour getting thinner. Bubbles from
the air coming out of my mouth slide
along my skin like little shiny marbles.
Finally I reach the top.
The second warm air hits my face I
force it into my lungs. I fill them with as
much oxygen as is physically possible.
Relief takes over. My lungs ache from the
rapid breathing but the world slowly gets
less blurry. How can there be such a thin
line between death and happiness, I don’t
know. But I know that walking that line
is equally wonderful and terrifying.

The Tale of Lord Farquod and
The Wetlands
One morning Lord Farquod
awoke to find that all of his
servants had left to go live in a
place called The Wetlands.
Naturally he was enraged, so he
sent out all of his best knights
to claim this land so he could
take the land so he could have
people to boss around because
he never knew his parents. His
mother died giving birth and his
father was a general and was
“K.I.A.”(Killed in action). Lord
Farquod was very lonely and he
never had any friends. All the
kids that he went to school with
thought that if they became
friends with the young king they
could get all the gold in the
world so he really didn’t have
many friends that didn’t want
his father’s money. All that he
had in this life was his servants.
Now back to the battle.
The knights got to The
Wetlands and they started to
rally all of the servants. They

got most of the women back to
the castle. And they went back
to The Wetlands to get the men
and they got most of the men
on the carriage. Half way back
to the castle ... the road back
to the castle was very
treachorous - there were many
potholes and trees. The wheel
fell off the carriage and all of
the men started to run back to
The Wetlands. So all the
knights spent the next four days
trying to get all of the men
back to the castle. One day
they got all of the servants
back to the castle and the king
felt so happy.
The End
(Written by Shawn Harned)

Familiar

Written by Stella Stewart
That same old familiar feeling
Like a dull ache
A reminder of who I am
The quivering lip feels like stepping into old skin
The salty tears run down the worn tracks of my face
But the makeup accompanying it is new
With trembling hands I brush away the tears
Wishing I had someone
Hoping my mind would stop racing with these old familiar thoughts

This is the end. It is what I think every
morning when I wake up. It is 2056.
World War III broke out about a year
ago. Today is the day I finally decide to
leave my house. I live way out in the
bush so it is quite a drive into what I
assume is left of town. After about
thirty minutes I finally arrive and
there is nothing here. There is broken
glass everywhere. I jump out of my old
pickup to look around to see if I can
find anything salvageable when I hear
a strange noise coming from what’s
left of the super market, like a
grunting sound. I turn the corner to
see a man standing there covered in
blood begging me to help him. As I
start walking towards him three
strange men that barely look like
humans start attacking him, ripping
into his flesh. I’m not sure what to do
so I pause… the man’s facial
expression shows so much pain. Then
I realize that these strange men were
fricken zombies so I book it to my
truck. I hop in, I try to start it but the
damn truck won’t start… I’m trapped!
They are running to my truck, when
they get to my window I jump out the
other side, I quickly grab my shot gun
and shoot them. It’s almost too quiet.
The only noise is the sound of the
wind. I proceed to go back into the
supermarket to look for any food or
supplies to help me survive for
however time I still have. I come out of
the supermarket with only 2 cans of
beans, a 4 gallon jug of water, some
rice and .22 Ammunition. I still have
about 2 weeks’ worth of food back at
my house but I need more if I want to
survive so now I proceed to walk down

what I think used to be main street,
everything is destroyed it is so weird. I
wonder to myself what really
happened out here and if there was
anyone still alive who could tell me
more. As I walk I notice something
quickly move, I just caught it in the
corner of my eye. I quickly load my
shotgun and go inside to check it out
just as I come around the corner of the
aisle and I see a sign. The sign reads IF
YOU ARE ON THE STREET, ITS TO
LATE. I think to myself that’s really
creepy. I starte walking down through
the store when I see another sign that
says, TURN BACK NOW OR YOU’LL
REGRET IT. I am about to turn
around, someone screams “HEY
YOU!” I turn around, pump my
shotgun and fire right into the man’s
chest and three other men. I catch a
glimpse of one of them he’s wearing
blue jeans and has some weird mask
on. I am hit on the head and black out.
I wake up in a pure white room with a
window in front of me and there are 3
strange men. They come through a
door to the right of the window. Two
of them have AR-15’s and the other is
wheeling in a cart with needles and
jars on it. Two of them put needles in
my arm and neck and I pass out.
When I wake up there is one man in
the room and he says, “Do you know
why you’re here?” I say, “How the
HELL would I know why I am here?”
“We were testing if you were infected.”
“Infected with what?” I asked. “The
Russians shot war heads into America
that had a weird chemical that turned
tons of people into zombies and they
now patrol the land.” He proceeded to

tell me that they believed they were the only Americans left until they found me.
They were underground in a secret research laboratory when the missiles were
launched. There are only 98 people here well 99 now … they set out multiple
times and could not find anyone until they found me. All of a sudden the place
starts shaking, they quickly start to shut off all the power. I am not too sure what
is happening. One of the guards, who is in the room with me, quickly pulls me to
the ground and covers my mouth, we lay here for about a minute until a handful
of people burst through the door. Outside of my room I can see them coming in
through the window in my room, they are so fast. I black-out…
To be continued.
Co-written by Isaac Coombs and Tyler Blondeel

It was a dream.
Then a reality.
Now, after having gone through the terrible two's, we have leapt to
adolescence where we're not really sure who we are, but we're trying lots of
things out.
Scraping up against reality, and growing stronger by the day.
I've been inspired by the number of students expressing an interest in the
grad program - more each day.
I'm excited by the process of co-creating the grad program with kids,
families, and our community.
It's a joy and an honour to learn and grow alongside all the people who have
chosen to be part of this profound journey.
Written by Murray Sasges

Hi. My name's Zach. This is a book I have been working on for a while
now. This is a preview of my book. The reason for the caps lock means
there’s someone talking calmly - not yelling or raising their voice. If
they are yelling or raising their voices there would be a '!' At the end, I
am planning to have my book done and ready in two years. If you have
any comments on the book, please email me at
happyrpgmaster101@gmail.com. Thank you.
Sincerely the author of the book,
ZACH MUNROE
(Editor's Note: I have chosen to leave Zach's story alone without
editing - to ensure the passion and spirit of the story remains in tact.)

PROLOGUE

Year 1907, WWI
On a farm corpses lied out on a muddy field and two trenches on both sides
of the field Clouds as black as ink loomed over head. Then a whistle blew on one
side of a trench. Men came running out of the trench with rifles and bayonets
attached to the rifles. You could hear the sound of artillery rounds hitting the
solders. Mud and limbs flying throw the air. Scream’s lit the air. Medics trying to
stop the scream’s but could not. The men new it was suicidal, but can’t retreat to
their side knowing they would shoot them for being a coward. Machine gun and
rifle fire lit the air like tones of flares firing all at once the men with bayonets hit
the ground from machine gun fire one after another men fell and hit the mud
men started laying on barb wire for their comrades to walk on him and over the
barb wire then after there was no more men kept running. Then when the last
man fell humming came behind the trench were the officer blew his whistle. On
the other side the Germans herd the humming and got there weapons ready
prepared for what was coming. Then behind the British trench the Germans sow

swarms of planes coming for them. The Germans went to their AA (Anti-Air
craft guns) then chaos was formed. Planes were bombing and the Germans

shooting down planes like flies. Explosions came lighting the air like a candle. The
planes then withdrew to leave plane wrecks lied out on the battle field. The
Germans started to throw canisters after canisters a wheezing sound came out of
the canisters then white fog was all over the battlefield. The Germans then went
underground. Two days later the fog had cleared to reveal the horror of corpses

lied around the battlefield then crows started to linger around the corpses pecking
at the flesh off then a crow in the distance broke the silence by crowing as it was
eating the flesh of a corps.
At the same time, they both chuckled for a moment, and then stopped. HENNRY
the Sargent said, still staring at the door that the officers left through. WHAT
CHARLES.YOU NOW THAT NEW ARTILERY COMMANDER. WHAT ABOUT
HIM CHARLES, Henry said still, holding the maps. HE LOOKED A LOT LIKE
WILLEUM.at the same time henry started seeing men run across a field just to get shot
by enemy fire men started screaming for help then he felt someone’s arm on he’s
shoulder YOU OK, henrys vision cleared to the same room he looked at Charles with
grief. YEA JUST A MEMERY, the sergeant opened the door. That lead out of the
briefing room, HEANRY, the sergeant turned to look at Charles that was sitting in one

of the chairs that was around the table I WELL BE AT THE TANKS IF YOU NEED
ME. The sergeant smiled OK THANKS. Charles nodded. As soon as the sergeant turned
and shut the door he could only smell the mud and poop mashed to gatherer and the
morning dew. From yesterday he took the path to the right passing two wood doors
he then turned right again then left down a star way he then saw men wounded
lying on both sides of the trench moans came out of the mouths of the men he passed a
door ware men were screaming. Inside the sergeant did not dare go in there knowing
It’s were they cut limb’s that’s not able to work because of shrapnel from shells or bullets
and frost bite or disease and infection he then past rows of fox holes in the sides of the
trench. Most of the men that the Sargent went by were sitting on the left side of the
trench.

Too be continued ...

The Story of a Man
Named Ryan
Written by Cole Folk

(Author's Note: This is a made up
story about my friend Ryan who will
most likely not be happy after finding
out I made this about him.)

There once was a guy named
Ryan who had this giant house with
his rich family and loving parents.
Since they were rich, his mom and dad
had to work a lot so he only saw them
before he went to school and before
dinner. Since his mom and dad were
so busy, they were always in their
offices doing even more work.
With his parents always busy
Ryan liked to have lots of friends. So
one day he asked for a computer. His
parents said yes and gave him what he
wanted. He quickly became in love
with video games. He met people
online and at school since most of
them had their own computers. They
played online all the time. But what
Ryan loved more then his computer
was his cat George.
George was Ryan's best friend.
He fed him. He gave him baths, and
he would pet him until he went to
sleep. One day George was gone and
Ryan looked everywhere for him but
didn’t have any luck. Ryan thought
that his mom must have taken him to
the vet to get a shot or something.
Ryan stopped looking for George. A
few hours later he started to worry
again and called his mom. When his
mom picked up he could hear her
crying. At that point Ryan realized
what had happen to George.
Ryan broke into tears after

hearing what had happened to his cat
but he could not do anything to stop
what happened to George. All he
could do was cry. That night he cried
himself to sleep. When he woke up he
felt funny but did not pay any
attention to it. So he went back to
sleep but when he woke again he felt
the feeling a lot this time so he ran up
the stairs and looked out the main
window.
A couple of minutes later his
other pets joined him in his living
room and all stared through the
window as well. After a while of
looking through the window he saw
something. He did not know what it
was at first but after a while it became
an image of his cat George. Ryan was
in shock but his other pets started to
bark and meow. (He has 2 other cats
and a dog.)
As he stood there shocked he
heard a voice in his head saying “Ryan
don’t be sad about my death. Let
nature take its course. Don’t be sad.
Live your life. Don’t let my death stop
you. Live on for me.” Ryan nodded his
head, went down stairs, and fell
asleep. The End
(This was a story about my friend Ryan
whose cat in real life got killed by
coyotes. Thank you for reading this
and let's hope that George will rest in
peace:)

People together, individuals meeting in space to share, discuss, create, teach and learn.

Appearances are often deceiving. Glance in. Form an opinion; ?confusion and ?chaos, Wait a bit, I

tell myself, give it a chance. I listen and a very different view begins to emerge; magic is happening.
The personalities that are the make-up of VCS blow my mind; slowly, in the way that only when I am

putting it back together do I realize that I have put them back just a little differently. I ask myself,
“Is this the growth and change that Kim and Murray are speaking of?” Fast-forward; I have my

answer, “Yes.” I have morphed into a life-long learner. I have witnessed things this year that have

challenged me to be comfortable feeling confused, inadequate, “not always having the answer” and
dare I say “get messy”. I have learned that I can trust, but allow suspicion to have a voice. In my

struggle to choose a defining moment during my time in VCS I believe that the ceremony of Burning
Our Inner Critics has won; from “The Creation”: the sewing and choosing of materials to create

their own unique object that would represent the negative voice that lurks beneath, spewing lies that
hold one back, to” The Destruction”: the ceremony where the representative objects were gentle
tossed or slam dunked in the roaring fire. I get shivers when I recall the strength with which the
words were spoken to expel the poison that festers in the minds of these beautiful beings. I too

banished my own inner critic that day and when I hear the rumblings…I firmly tell it to go away as I
am no longer listening. As the year draws to a close I find myself hungry, wanting more, wondering:

Will I ever be fully satisfied in a Traditional Education Assistant position in the future?, following my
experience. One thing I know for sure, is that I am forever changed because of my time spent being
part of Vernon Community School.

Written by Jenn Machlachan

Book 1
The year was 1789, August 7.
On this day, hundreds were lining
up in front of a giant house tension was in the air as everyone
waited. The reason everyone was
waiting was because a new life
was going to come into this
world. The tension, was because
they were hoping that the baby
would be normal and ok. The
mother, Snora, had gone into
labour two months before
expected. The same thing had
happened a year ago, when a
mother had gone into labor two
months before and the baby had
died, and no one wanted that to
happen again. "I'm sure she's
going to be okay" said a bearded,
bald man. This comment had
been aimed at Rem, the husband

of Snora. Before Rem could reply,
a nurse came out of the white
building. As everyone turned to
look at her expectantly, she said
"he's okay". Almost all the tension
in the air was relieved by those
two words, almost at least, as
Rem said "how's my wife?" with
an anxious voice. "you can see for
yourself " said the nurse "why
don't you come in right now".
"Ok" said Rem as he walk into the
white house, and as soon as he
walked in, he saw Snora, his wife,
holding a newborn in her lap.
Immediately he rushed over to
see his own child. When he saw
his baby , a smile broke through
his worried face, because as he
saw his child, he saw some of
himself and Snora in it. "So is it a
boy or a girl?" asked Rem,
secretly hoping it was a girl. "It's

a boy" said Snora, knowing that
Rem had been wanting a girl
since a year ago. Rem was pretty
sad "oh well I guess a boy is still
okay...." said Rem as he stared
disappointedly at this child of
his. Just as Snora handed the
baby over to Rem, the infant
opened his eye for the first time.
But instead of seeing his father,
he saw an old man with a long
beard as the old man said with a
smile "hello little friend , my
name is Narco, and it seems I'm
going to be stuck here for a long
time." Then the darkness
rushed in.
(Author's Note: This had meant
to be about Orexin, the child
that had just been born, but
because of not enough time and
space, you only get to see his
birth and not his adventure.
Sorry - Cole MacKay.)

Alias Mullin's
THE TRAVELLING DIRT SALES MAN

Dirt salesman walks up to door - knocks - door opens
Wesley: Hello

Salesman: Good evening sir can I interest you in some dirt?
Wesley: What?
Salesman:You see I'm a traveling dirt sales man and I was
wondering if you would be interested in buying some dirt this fine
6:15.
Wesley: I'm not sure I understand.
Salesman: Great. Now first off we have the regulars dirt in the
shape of animals.
Wesley: I'm confused - why is the dirt in the shape of...

Salesman: (cut off) so we have dog, cat, bear, panther, puma,
armadillo, ostridge, anti-Christ...
Wesley: (cut off) Sorry did you say anti-Christ?
Salesman: I don't think so anyway. Mockingbird, hawk, pig, horse
blood, horse blood, horse blood...
Wesley: (cut off) Dirt in the shape of horse blood? I thought these
were animals?
Salesman: Yes, they are all animals.
Wesley: Horse blood is not an animal.
Salesman: I don't have time to argue about physics sir.
Wesley: What?
Salesman: Horse blood, partridge, quail, anti-Christ...
Wesley: (cut off) There! You just said anti-Christ again.
Salesman: Oh you want an anti-Christ? It is our most liked dirt
animal so we are out. Sorry.
Wesley: No it's just...
Salesman:(cut off) Rhino and many other common house hold pets.
Wesley: Those weren't house pets!
Salesman: (puts finger on Wesley's lips) Shh it's all going to be ok.
Wesley: Can you just leave please.
Salesman: I can't leave until I tell you all of our products or you buy
something.

Wesley: (start closing door)
Goodbye.
Salesman: (open door) How
about eating dirt?
Wesley: What?
Salesman: Well we got some
new shipments of Dr.Sully's
ssssuuuculent soil.
Wesley: I don't want to eat
any...
Salesman: (cut off)
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssu
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuculent soil
Wesley: Can you please just
leave. No.
Salesman: How bout a dirt
god?
Wesley: What?
Salesman: Well we give you
a bunch of dirt and you make
your very own god out of it.
With mighty strong limbs able
of crushing a man with the
greatest of
ease and mouth capable of
devouring planets. It's eyes the
colour of
existence. It's self stronger then

anything before it. In fact
there was
nothing before it. It remembers
the beginning cause it was the
beginning
and you must worship it.
Praise it. Praise to the new
ancient god as he
has been reborn into a body of
earth. May the body of the
earth all of it
together is him and yet he is
still more then that.
Wesley: If I buy a dirt dog will
you leave?
Salesman: Of course!
Wesley: Alright I'll take it.
(Salesman opens suit case - dirt
falls out in pile - skips away,
wesley closes door

Finn pulled into his new house, it
was a light beige color with a flat roof
infested with moss and the front lawn
was far overdue for a cut and the paint
was peeling in places. “Well, it’s a new
life, just me and you Finn” his mom Sarah
said with enthusiasm. “It looks perfect”
Finn said with obvious sarcasm. “C’mon
Finn after we’re done with it, it’ll look
like new” she said. It was obvious that it
would need a bit more than a few hours
to clean - a window was broken, the
carpet was ripped in places ,and there
were multiple gashes in the walls. He
went to his room and dropped his stuff
on the floor. He looked over the room
and actually thought it wasn’t that bad.
There was a single bed with a few holes
in it and a spring showing through, but it
was the window that caught his eye. It
was big and clear like it had been
recently cleaned. He instantly was glad
this was his room. After a dinner of
lukewarm soup, he watched TV for a bit
and went to bed falling into an uneasy
sleep.
He woke up with an uneasy feeling
in his stomach. He looked around the
dimly lit room and couldn’t see anything
unusual. He looked out the window into
the forest and his breath caught.
Standing just inside the tree line was a
cloaked man. He was about 6 feet tall
and had a creepy light blue glow where
his eyes should be. “MOM!” Finn yelled
with obvious fear. His mom came
running.
“What is it baby?” she said with

concern. “There was someone looking at
me from the forest!” he said.
“Oh baby it was just a nightmare
baby go back to bed” she said with
annoyance and left.
After she left Finn cautiously
looked outside the window looking where
the man was standing. He saw noone. He
looked around and didn't see the
mysterious man. He fell into a rough
sleep.
He woke up and looked at his clock
- 9:17. He slept in. Oh well. He went
downstairs and saw a note from his mom
- “At work. There is a pancake in the
fridge. Home at 4:30.”
He went to the fridge and put the
pancake in the microwave. After
breakfast he checked his phone and
connected his X-Box to the TV. He
played Black Ops for the rest of the
morning. After a lunch or some
pepperoni and graham crackers, he
decided to explore the forest.
While exploring, he decided to
check where he saw the man the night
before. As he got close, he saw
footprints leading to the spot. As he got
there, his heart leapt. Right where he
saw the man there is a path that stops.
To make it even more suspicious he saw
footprints where he saw the man.
Turning around, in the distance he saw a
person walking towards him at a fast
pace carrying a silver object. He jumped
about 10 feet and started sprinting
towards the house “HEY!” the
mysterious person yelled.
He looked back and saw that the

person was actually a girl around his age
carrying a silver plate full of cookies.
She had shoulder length blonde hair and
a blue sweater with a llama on it. “You
scared me to death!” he said to her. She
laughed. It sounded beautiful and high
pitch.
“Well I tend to do that to people”
she said. "I’m Jules, who are you?” She
asked.
“I’m Finn we just moved into this
house” he said. “We just live 5 minutes
down this path. It's nice to meet you”
she said while handing him the cookies.
He took a bite.
“These are delicious!” he said
with a full mouth.
“Special recipe” Jules said with a
smile. “Want to explore the forest with
me?” she said excitedly.
“Sure!” he says excited to have a
new friend.
He got back to his house at around
4:15. He and Jules had explored about
half the forest with no trace of the man
and went to her house for snacks
afterwards. Her dad Tony had made
them cinnamon toast and after that
they jumped on the trampoline with her
little brother. Then Finn went home and
started making grilled cheese for dinner.
Finn’s mom got home in a good mood.
Her first day at work had gone well. She
was a secretary for BDO Accountants
and had hit a good note with her boss
Greg Hamilton. He enjoyed her good
work.
After dinner Finn played X-Box
for a while and then went to bed. He

woke up again with the same strange
feeling around the same time. This time
he knew what to expect so he grabbed
his phone turned on the camera and
looked outside. There standing about 2
feet into the yard was the same
mysterious figure so he snapped a picture
and dove under his blankets where he
fell into an uneasy sleep dreaming of
being chased but not knowing what he
was being chased by.
Finn woke up the next day in a cold
sweat. Without hesitation he checked
his phone, but when he looked at the
picture - ”no no no no!” he whispered.
Where he saw the figure last night was a
ragged looking figure in torn clothes with
a gray face but his eyes… His eyes
seemed to go straight to hell. They were
pitch black with hellfire that made
Finn’s eyes hurt just looking at them,
Then, he saw something worse. The
creature had a rope around his neck like
he had been hung and a horrifyingly
beautiful scythe in his hand. Finn
dropped his phone in horror and looked
out the window to check. He didn’t see
the farmer and ran into the kitchen and
saw a note on the fridge and some toast
on the table.
After he calmed down he went
back to his phone to look at the picture
and he almost dropped his phone in
surprise, this time the farmer wasn’t
there! Finn didn’t know what to think of
anything that had happened in the past
24 hours and went back to bed. He woke
up the next morning with sun streaming
through the window. With a jolt he

realized he hadn’t woken up and seen the farmer! He quickly looked out the window
and didn’t see anything “yes!” he yelled.
“Is everything ok up there?” his mom yelled.
“Yeah just had a weird dream” he said .
“well alright I’m off to work. Be back around 6” she said and gave him a kiss as
she left.
Finn played some X-Box with his friends and had some cereal for lunch. He was
getting pretty bored and remembered he had Jule’s number in his phone. He gave her
a call and she said she could hang out in an hour so. He surfed the internet for a while
and walked peacefully down to where he and Jules decided to meet up.
To be continued ...
Written by Tyler Hamilton

What did you hear ?
What resonates ...

(Editor's Note: Several fine writers were unable to submit their work
in time for the publication of this journal. We miss the voices of Braidy Cole, Jace Kisilevich, Jaylan Phillip, Karsinn Armitage, Mason
Marquardt, and Taelor Merasty-Deere - and look forward to their unique
written perspectives next year.)

